Title of Talk:

Careers in Compliance & Regulatory Consulting

Synopsis:

Financial services have become a key pillar of Singapore’s
economy in the last decade. As the sector grows, there is a need
for compliance personnel. What is compliance, where did it stem
from, is it important, if so where and how and what are the career
opportunities for legally trained persons?
Sinyee Koh, an alumnus of NUS Law School, talks about her
journey from legal practice to her current job as compliance
consultant. She will also share her observations about how
compliance is developing in Singapore and what to look out for
when making decisions about your career.

Event Details
Date:

5 April 2017 (Wednesday)

Time:

1230H – 1400H (Please be seated by 1215H)
Lunch will be provided
Blk B, 4th Floor, SR4-2
National University of Singapore, Faculty of Law.
http://tinyurl.com/hrnzu9j

Venue:
Registration Link:

Speaker
Sinyee manages Duff & Phelps’ Compliance and Regulatory
Consulting Practice in Singapore. She advises financial
services firms on licensing and ongoing Monetary Authority of
Singapore and cross-border regulatory requirements and
reviews firms’ risk management, internal controls and
compliance arrangements.

Ms Sinyee Koh
Director, Compliance &
Regulatory Consulting
Duff & Phelps

Before joining the firm, Sinyee practiced in the Hong Kong
and London offices of Herbert Smith, a top City law firm. Her
practice areas were contentious financial services regulation
and white collar investigations. From 2008 to 2014, Sinyee
worked at the Monetary Authority of Singapore where she
handled various roles including enforcement, investigating
and prosecuting market abuse and mis-selling, and financial
market strategy development.

Duff & Phelps is a global financial services firm with expertise in complex valuation,
corporate finance, disputes and investigations and compliance and regulatory
consulting. Our clients include publicly traded and privately held companies, law firms,
government entities and investment organizations such as private equity firms and
hedge funds. We also advise the world’s leading standard setting bodies on valuation
issues and best practices. Duff & Phelps’ more than 2,000 professionals are located in
over 70 offices in 20 countries around the world.
Duff & Phelps’ dedicated and experienced team provides practical advice to financial
institutions in Singapore, aimed at easing the increased burden on corporations’
internal resources to ensure compliance with continuing regulatory changes.

